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Safety Message: Risks increase significantly during transfer of command regardless of 
the complexity. There is a high potential for fatalities, serious injuries or incidents with 
potential during transfer of command periods.  Be proactive in mitigating risk by proper 
implementation of LCES. 
 

 Rallied info for daily accomplishments. 
 Witnessed the Eclipse while generating a sense of Agency presence in the field on the 

Crooked River National Grasslands. 
 Continue to pursue Administration entanglements such as Agency cross billing codes; 

taxes; vehicles; lodging costs/taxes and extensions for Team members. 
 Consolidated remaining undistributed Eclipse and prevention materials for later 

inventory at the Ochoco S.O. 
 Reviewed team budget and requested for additional funding and support for on-going 

COFMS expenditures and needs. 
 Debriefed with prevention staff on Sisters division, Crescent Division, and reached out 

to Newberry for Team inputs/feedback. 
 Reviewed PIO materials, pictures and products for including ideas the final team 

package.  Compiled a listing of potential article title and topics for a team close-out 
newsletter. 

 Wrote 2-3 stories for final report. 
 Wrote a news release on Ochoco NF Ambassador program to leave behind. 
 Set up for Eclipse viewing. 
 Debrief AAR with hosts at Sisters R.D. 
 In Sisters made 3 agency contacts, four residential contact and drove 100 miles. 
 Posted update Milli Fire info. 
 Visited with local r,esident on non-target retardant splatter and gather reference 

materials on its removal. 
 Interacted with Level 1 evacuation order for the Black Butte Area. 
 Shared rides returning PETMs to the Ochoco. 
 150 miles driven during patrols distributing 750 placemats to various southern 

resorts on the Deschutes NF. 
 Interacted with five public contacts. 
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